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Technical data and properties:

Material: Aluminum
Standard wall thickness: 3 mm

Surface: - Powder-coated as per RAL colour chart
- Plain aluminium with ground and polished weld seams

Weight:

Special features:

Standard shapes and sizes:
Lenth:
Width:
Height:

Diamter:

Delivery form:

Quantity per delivery unit:

Area of application: - For positioning outside on roof surfaces or earth-bound areas

Processing:
necessary

Storage: Laid flat or stacked with strips of insulating material between elements; protect from 
potential mechanical damage. Keep dry.

The details above are guideline values established in our supplier's own laboratory. These values are subject to a certain manufacturing 
tolerance range. The details contained in this product information sheet correspond with Optigreen's technical knowledge time of publication.  
Optigreen retains the right to update and adapt the information from time to time according to new insights and to modify the named 
properties of the product. No liability for printing errors.

Individual pieces as per order

- Also for indoor use

- Place containers on an insulating strip at least 20 mm thick; equalise any incline as 

- make sure the overflow opening is not blocked

The assembly and installation instructions and storage regulations must be observed 
to maintain product warranty.

400; 600 mm 400; 500; 600 mm

400; 500; 600 mm

Special shapes and sizes on request.

On pallet(s) 

rectangular round
400; 600; 800; 1000; 1200 mm

400; 600; 800 mm

Data sheet

Aluminium Plant Containers 
Aluminium plant containers in standard and special sizes with 
overflow, insulation cladding and, where required, with welded 
reinforcement gussets
Available on request with automated irrigation and water level 
indicator.

Optigreen will calculate the gross weight of the plant containers for each order based on the 
container model. Following differentiations are made:

- Installation indoors or outdoors  
- Designs with water accumulation or drip irrigation

- Welded overflow pipe in the base; can also be fitted to the side wall on request
- Welded sides and base
- Upper container edge with double fold, visible width from above: 30 mm
- Container walls reinforced with welded gussets on opposing side 
- Polystyrene panels fitted inside the container as protection against heat and cold 
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